
Light rail is safe to ride, but it is one of the most danger-
ous forms of travel in the United States. That’s because

most of the people who are killed by light-rail trains aren’t
riding them; they are people struck by the trains. Accord-
ing to Federal Transit Administration (FTA) data, 657 fa-
talities have been associated with light rail since 2002, but
only 20 of them were passengers on board the trains.

Counting all fatalities, light rail was associated with
15.9 deaths for every billion passenger-miles that it car-
ried. This is much higher than most other transit mod-
es: buses were 4.9; heavy rail was 5.6; commuter rail was
7.6; and streetcars were 11.6. The only mode more dan-
gerous than light rail was what the FTA calls hybrid rail,
which is really light rail but powered by Diesels instead
of electricity. It was associated with 20.6 deaths per bil-
lion passenger-miles.

The FTA publishes safety data in two different,
somewhat complementary spreadsheets. The first,
called safety and security time series data, reports fatali-
ties, injuries, and other incidents from 2002 through
2021. It details who was killed or injured (passengers,
people on platforms, employees, etc.), but does not say
much about the incidents. The second, known as major
safety and security events, has much more information
about each incident but has data only from 2014
through 2021. For commuter rail, which isn’t included
in the FTA data, I usedNational Transportation Statistics
table 2-35, which has data through 2019.

My previous policy brief used the major events
database to compare crime rates on various modes of
transit. This week, I’m using a combination of these
databases to focus on safety issues.

Suicides Count

I noted last week that the FTA counts suicides as a security
issue, that is, a crime. Technically, that may be correct, but
I deleted them from crime counts as I wanted to include
only crimes that threatened other passengers.

For this analysis, I am counting suicides as safety
events. The vast majority of people who commit suicide
are severely depressed or suffer from some other poten-
tially treatable mental illness. We have a network of sui-
cide prevention hotlines and other services aimed at sav-
ing these people. We are building or modifying bridges
with safety nets or fencing to deter suicides. Transit
agencies shouldn’t undermine these efforts by designing
transportation systems that make it easy for people to
kill themselves.

In the past, when I’ve observed that most pedes-
trian traffic fatalities involve people crossing streets
away from designated crosswalks, people have accused
me of blaming the victims. Yet the same people are also
quick to claim that we shouldn’t count suicides or even
accidental fatalities from train collisions with pedestri-
ans or automobiles because the people killed shouldn’t
have been on the railroad tracks in the first place. Be-
yond the hypocrisy, my point is that both kinds of fatal-
ities are design issues, and transportation planners need
to be aware of how certain designs can make cities safer
or more dangerous.

For example, the Regional Transit District (RTD)
built a light-rail line on one-way streets in downtown
Denver with the light rail going in the opposite direc-
tion of the rest of the traffic. Pedestrians thinking they
only have to look one way before crossing the streets
sometimes step into the path of light-rail trains and are
hit. RTD has even been known to claim the pedestrians
were suicidal, but this is a clear example of dangerous
design.

I did note one exception among the suicide num-
bers. Last year, a San Jose light-rail employee killed nine
of his co-workers at a light-rail maintenance center and
then killed himself. I was surprised to see that one of the
FTA databases counted all ten deaths as suicides. Natu-
rally, I counted these as security, not safety fatalities.
There may be a few others like this, but otherwise I
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added suicides to other safety-related fatalities to find
out how safe or dangerous various modes can be.

Fatalities Per Billion Passenger-Miles

To compare modes, I counted fatalities against each billion
passenger-miles carried by each mode. This can also be com-
pared with traffic fatalities on various types of urban roads.
Highway Statistics table FI-30 shows fatality rates per 100
million vehicle-miles by type of road; the latest table is for
2019. Table VM-1 indicates that the average motor vehicle
has 1.72 passengers. I think that’s a little high, partly because
I believe the Federal Highway Administration overestimates
bus vehicle-miles and partly because I don’t count truck
driver miles as “passenger-miles.” So I use 1.67, meaning that
to convert to fatalities per billion passenger-miles I multiply
FI-30’s rates by 10 and divide by 1.72.

YR=hybrid rail; DR=demand response; FB=ferries; VP=van-
pools; the rest should be self-explanatory.

The figure above shows that transit fatality rates
range from 1.1 per billion passenger-miles for vanpools
to 20.5 for hybrid rail. Note that the modes that are
likely to spend much of their time on freeways—van-
pools, commuter buses, rapid buses—tend to be the
safest, while rail modes that are sometimes in or inter-
sect with streets—hybrid rail, light rail, streetcars, and
commuter rail—tend to be the most dangerous. For
comparison, urban traffic fatalities range from less than
3 per billion passenger-miles for freeways to a little
more than 9 for minor collector streets.

What Cities Are Most Dangerous?

Although light rail is, on average, more dangerous than
heavy rail, there is a wide range within each group. Heavy-
rail fatality rates range from just over 3 per billion passen-
ger-miles in Washington DC to more than 20 in Philadel-
phia. Light-rail rates range from less than 2 in Boston to
more than 60 in Houston and San Jose. That’s a huge
range.

Philadelphia (SEPTA) heavy-rail lines are most dangerous on
both a per-passenger-mile and per-vehicle-mile basis.

Since most light-rail fatalities take place outside the
vehicle, I wondered if fatalities per billion passenger-
miles would bias the results against agencies with low
occupancy rates. Some light-rail systems carry an aver-
age of more than 30 passengers (that is, 30 passenger-
miles per vehicle-revenue-mile) while others carry un-
der 13. But, when measured in fatalities per hundred-
million vehicle-revenue-miles, there is still a large range
between cities: from under 9 to nearly 30 for heavy rail
and from 5 to nearly 80 for light rail. (I used 100 mil-
lion rather than a billion so that similar numbers could
appear on the charts.)

The differences between the safest and most dangerous light-rail
systems are huge.

The safest light-rail systems are the ones that have
the least street running and the most operations in their
own rights-of-way. St. Louis light rail almost never runs
in streets, Seattle’s in only a few spots, and Boston’s only
in the outer suburbs. Houston’s and San Jose’s are al-



most entirely in streets.
It’s less clear what makes the difference for heavy

rail. Why is Atlanta’s system so much safer than Los An-
geles’? Why is Boston’s heavy-rail system more danger-
ous than its light-rail system? Some heavy-rail systems
are older and so use different technologies, but that
doesn’t seem to make a difference here: Philadelphia,
Boston, and New York are all older yet have a wide
range of fatality rates. Similarly, Los Angeles, Miami,
Baltimore, and Atlanta are all newer, yet have an even
wider range of fatality rates.

Trends

In 2008, a southern California Metrolink commuter train
crashed head on into a Union Pacific freight train in
Chatsworth, killing 25 people. In 2009, a Washington
Metrorail train rear-ended another train, killing nine peo-
ple. These two crashes led Congress to pass stricter laws,
giving the Federal Railroad Administration authority to
regulate commuter trains and the Federal Transit Admin-
istration to regulate other transit modes for safety pur-
poses. If these regulations were successful, then fatalities
from various modes of transit should have declined.

They didn’t. In the five-year period between 2015
and 2019, almost 10 percent more people died in com-
muter-train accidents than in the five-year period from
2004 through 2008. Almost twice as many people died
in heavy-rail and light-rail incidents in the five-year pe-
riod ending in 2021 than in the five years ending in
2009. The safety programs created by Congress may
have increased agency costs and bureaucracy, but it
doesn’t appear that they increased safety.

Fatality trends can be difficult to discern when examined on an
annual basis.

Unlike highways that see literally trillions of pas-
senger-miles of travel a year, it can be difficult to see
trends in transit safety over short periods of time. Trol-
ley buses, for example, have seen an average of one fatal-
ity per year while streetcars averaged two and hybrid rail
three. But they might have four fatalities one year and

then two years of no fatalities. Depending on which
years are examined, it can look like safety is dramatically
improving or declining. As the figure above shows, even
when only major modes of travel are considered, the re-
sults can be erratic.

Trends are a little clearer when a five-year rolling average is used.

The picture becomes a little more clear when chart-
ing a rolling five-year average of fatalities. The figure be-
low shows heavy-rail and light-rail fatalities have been
increasing, bus fatalities have been steady, and com-
muter-rail fatalities were declining until 2012 but have
been increasing since then. While it may be too early to
tell, it appears that the pandemic neither increased nor
reduced fatalities. Since ridership dropped, that means
that fatality rates increased.

Making Transit Safer

Different prescriptions are required to improve transit
safety depending on the kind of transit. Perhaps the most
important idea that should come out of this is that cities
should stop building light-rail transit.

Last week’s policy brief showed that light rail was
highly criminogenic, meaning it attracted lots of crime.
This brief shows that light rail, including Diesel-pow-
ered light rail, is also some of the most accident-prone
form of transportation in the nation.

Unlike some forms of transportation, light rail has
no redeeming values. It’s capacity to move people is
much lower than buses. Most of the urban areas that
have built it have seen no real increases in ridership ex-
cept through population growth and transit’s share of
commuting in those regions has remained constant or
declined.

Some light-rail systems are safer than others, but
only because the tracks are almost completely grade sep-
arated from autos and pedestrians. That gives them the
high-cost disadvantage of heavy rail combined with the
low-capacity disadvantage of light rail. Outside of New
York City, buses should be able to handle the demand



for transit ridership in almost every corridor in the
country, so rail shouldn’t even be considered an option
for new transit lines.

Making existing light-rail lines safer will be a huge
chore. Some rights-of-way can be fenced, but that’s not
possible when they are shared with other motor vehi-
cles. Installing underpasses or overpasses at crossings is
expensive and may not be worth it considering that
there are so many grade crossings that the chances of a
fatal accident at any one of them are low. The best thing
safety-conscious planners can do is take up the rails as
they wear out and replace them with buses.

Platform screens at Farringdon Station on London’s Crossrail
line. Photo by Tom Page.

Heavy rail is easier. Close to 45 percent of heavy-
rail fatalities are considered suicides, compared with
only a quarter for light rail. The solution is to build pro-
tective screens between the trains and platforms with
doors that open only when a train is standing in the sta-
tion. Such screens will also protect people from being
shoved onto the tracks and help keep people out of sub-
way tunnels. Almost every airport train in the country
has such protection for passengers, as well as many sub-
way lines in Europe and Asia. None of the heavy-rail
systems in the United States use them, but New York's

MTA just announced it would test them at three sub-
way stations.

Unfortunately, the Federal Railroad Administration
doesn’t publish system-by-system commuter-rail safety
data. However, it is likely that most commuter-rail acci-
dents are at grade crossings. One simple solution is to
install crossing gates that cover the entire roadway, and
not just the lanes of traffic heading towards the crossing.
Such gates will discourage people from going around
the gates and being struck by trains. This should also be
done for other forms of rail transit.

Bus transit is safer than almost any mode of rail
transit, but it can be made safer still. The easiest way is
to buy smaller buses that are less likely to crush other
vehicles or pedestrians in accidents. Transit agencies
have had an unfortunate buy-bigger mentality stimu-
lated by the federal government’s willingness to pay up
to 90 percent of the cost of new buses and the naïve be-
lief that operating costs are limited to the cost of paying
the drivers. In many cities the buses run mostly empty
most of the time, so large buses are not really needed,
especially considering that post-pandemic ridership is
not likely to recover to pre-pandemic numbers.

Safety should be the number one priority for trans-
portation planners, but it clearly isn’t or more than 20
transit agencies would not have built new light-rail/hy-
brid-rail systems since 1980. Too many transit officials
are willing to blame the victims for the high fatality
rates associated with most rail transit when the real
problem is the design flaws inherent in the transit sys-
tems they insist on building. It is time to end this near-
complete avoidance of the safety issues associated with
public transit.

Randal O’Toole, the Antiplanner, is a transportation
and land-use policy analyst and author of Romance of the
Rails: Why the Passenger Trains We Love Are Not the
Transportation We Need. Masthead photo of the
Chatsworth commuter-train collision is by Kent Kanouse.


